POLICE AND
SECURITY
VEHICLES
www.bergadana.com

PATROL
VEHICLES

Reliable design intended to make
the force’s day-to-day life easier

Top quality and security
during transfer

RIOT
VEHICLES

A secure response to all situations

A functional, personalised
workspace

CELL
VEHICLES

OFFICE
VEHICLES

Risk-free transfers
with highest performance

Personalised work with
the utmost guarantee
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DETAINEE
KIT

www.bergadana.com

SPECIAL
UNITS

DISCOVER
BERGADANA

Transforma 21 S.L. is a carbody maker with over
50 years of experience in transforming and producing police vehicles, sold under the Bergadana
brand.
The police vehicle selection is one of our company’s main
lines. Our long experience in this sector and belief in innovation has made us a leader. This means top government
security forces trust us.
Another key to this trust lies in the quality of our transfor-

mations. They are all guaranteed by the ISO 9001 certification, just like the environmental management system that
is certified by ISO 14001.
In order to guarantee utmost peace-of-mind, we provide all
our transformations with a two-year warranty, in addition
to specialised after-sale service, in order to give a rapid
response to all situations.
Our sweeping, modern facilities, along with out assembly
chain system, mean we can transform a great number of
vehicles per year.

www.bergadana.com
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PATROL
VEHICLES

Reliable design intended to make
the force’s day-to-day life easier

The patrol vehicle line includes units designed to provide a
rapid, effective response to emergency situations. This category includes patrol cars, traffic vehicles, camouflaged
units, and more.
Each force’s different needs and preferences for different
brands and manufacturer models has made Bergadana a
versatile company that can adapt to each different scenario.
Security, comfort, and functionality are very important aspects in these vehicles. This is what Bergadana focuses
the bulk of its effort on.

Security, comfort, and functionality in each
transformation
Available for any vehicle brand and model
Endless transformation possibilities
Innovation through the use of technology
CPI (ABS thermoforming)
Efficient sound-light signage system
Independent electric system with protection against surges and interference
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Top quality and
security during travel

DETAINEE
KIT

Secure, ergonomic, and high-quality detainee transfer system

Bergadana’s detainee kit was developed to provide the
highest standards in terms of security, comfort, and
quality, both for police forces and for detainees.

Resistant detainee area, without sharp
edges or dangerous elements

This is an isolated, independent cell with capacity for up to
two detainees with their hands cuffed behind their backs.

Equipped with different drains on the
floor and seats to facilitate cleaning

Unlike other systems, Bergadana’s detainee kit makes the
most use of the interior space, thus maintaining travel
room for the front seats and the boot volume.

Includes its own lighting system and the
possibility of installing video surveillance
cameras
The seats are ergonomic and adapt to
the detainee’s position with hands cuffed
behind their back

This system fulfils all applicable standards (R14, R16,
R17, and R21).
Bergadana has currently developed this kit for the
following vehicles: Seat Ateca and Ford Kuga.

The kit can be disassembled and is easy to
repair if needed

www.bergadana.com
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RIOT
VEHICLES

A secure response
to all situations

Interior lighting system with different light
levels
Rear polycarbonate windows with a high
level of impact resistance
Exterior defence and protections to guarantee top security
Stands and attachments adjusted to the
devices used
Bercomplex furniture adapted to the police force’s needs
Designed to address extreme situations, Bergadana’s riot
vehicles are the company’s utmost expression of security, quality, and innovation.
Thanks to this and vast experience, Bergadana has
earned the trust and support of the nation’s leading
security forces in recent years.
As a result of this experience and innovation, Bergadana
is pleased to present a line of riot vehicles, available in
different models and brands.
From the outside, the vehicle’s visibility and protection
are essential to guarantee top security. The inside perfectly meets each client’s needs in terms of functionality
and comfort.
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With capacity for 8 authorised seats
Interior covering with ABS thermoforming,
also known as “CPI Technology”
Independent electric system with protection
against surges and interference
Available on L2H2 and L2H1 lorries of any
mark and model
High-performance and approved LED
exterior light signal system
Independent HVAC system (cold and hot air)
and ventilation system

www.bergadana.com
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OFFICE
VEHICLES

A functional, personalised
workspace

The furniture made with Bercomplex provides personalised configuration, based on the
force’s needs
Work or citizen service vehicles have a true workspace
inside to provide services to citizens.
Optimising and making the most of space in these units
is vital, which is why Bergadana conducts a previous
study on client and vehicle needs to offer a totally adapted solution.
Possibilities are practically unlimited, since the furniture
made with Bercomplex perfectly adapts to the police force’s needs. What is more, this transformation is suitable
for all kinds of L2H2 and L2H1 lorries.

Interior lighting system with different
light levels
Number of seats based on client needs
Interior covering with ABS thermoforming,
also known as “CPI Technology”
Independent electric system with protection
against surges and interference
Available on L2H2 and L2H1 lorries of any
mark and model
High-performance and approved LED
exterior light signal system
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CELL
VEHICLES

Risk-free transfers
with highest performance

Bergadana has great experience in transforming cell or prisoner-transfer vehicles.

The furniture made with Bercomplex provides personalised configuration, based on
the force’s needs

When developing these vehicles, quality and security are
very important. They are designed to reduce risks and guarantee utmost safety during travel.

Personalised interior lighting system

The modules where detainees travel are entirely isolated and
adapted to each force’s needs. The doors have an electronic
security lock, controlled through the Can Bus system.

Number of seats based on client needs
Electronic lock with the Can Bus system

To avoid all escape, all windows have a protection system.
For top security, these systems also have emergency exits in
the roof, and the floor in the detainee area is armoured.
Surfaces are smooth and different drains were built in to facilitate cleaning and disinfection.

Independent electric system with protection
against surges and interference
Available on any L2H2 and L2H1 lorry
model
High-performance and approved LED
exterior light signal system
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Personalised work
with the utmost guarantee

Vehicles for underground units
LRAD vehicles
Bomb deactivation units
Special ops units
Canine transport units
Drone units

SPECIAL
UNITS

Bergadana has a technological department with a team of
professionals who have vast experience and training. The
purpose of this team is to provide tailored solutions that
meet the force’s needs.
In this regard, possibilities for transformation are vast:
frame modifications, elevated ceilings, double cabins, surveillance systems, etc.
With all of them, the end goal is customer satisfaction
with quality, security, efficiency, and functionality.

www.bergadana.com
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